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Name

exterior angles

interior angles

consecutive interior angles

alternate exterior angles

alternate interior angles

corresponding angles L1 and L5, L2 and L6,
L3 and L7, L4 and L8

Refer to the figure below. Identify each pair of angles as alternate interior,
alternate exterior, corresponding, or consecutiae interior angles.

Transversal, intersects
lines 4and i.

$amo Sido
lntsrior Angloe
Consecutive interior

angles are also called

same side interior angles.

a. L'1. and L7
alternate exterior

c. L8 and L9
consecutive interior

e. L4land LlIf
alternate interior

b. L2 and LlI
corresponding

d. Lg and L12
corresponding

f. L6 and Ll1
alternate exterior

L1, L2, L7, L8
L3, L4, L5, L6
L3 and L6, L4 and L5

L1 and L7, L2 and L8
L3 and L5, L4 and L6

Concopt ChecK 1. OPEN ENDED Draw a solid figure with parailel planes. Describe which parts of
the figure are parailel.

2. FIND THE ERROR Juanita and Eric are naming alternate interior angles in the
figure at the right. One of the angles mtstbe L4.

Juantta

L4 and L9

L4 and L6

Who is correct? Explain your

ELrtc
ittl

LI anA t1-0

t4 anA L5

reasorung.

i

Guidod Practico

3. Describe a real-life situation in which parallel lines seem to intersect.

For Exercises 4-6, refer to the figure at the right.
4. Name all planes that intersect plane ADM.
5. Name all segments that are parallel to CD.

6. Name all segments that intersect KL. D
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each givm line is a tratr_wersal
7.p 8.r
9. q pand r. 1:0. t oand d.' 'p and t, b and i'

Tand t hand r
Identify each pair of angles'as alternafe
interior, alternate exterio4 corresponding,
or consecutiae interior angles.
71. L7 and LIj alt. int.

12. LI and L5 EOft.

13. L4and L6 cons. inl.
74. L8 Nrd Lt alt. ext.

Name the transversal that forms each pair
of angles. Then identify the special name
for the angle pair.
15. L3 and L10 fi cons. int.

1.6. L2 and t12 F, all. exl.
17. L B and L 14 q; all. inl.

MONUMENTS For Exercises 18-21, refer to
the photograph of the Lincoln Memorial.
18. Describe a pair of parallel lines found on

the Lincoln Memorial.

19. Find an example of parallel planes.
20. Locate a pair of skew lines.
21. Identify a transversal passing through a

pair of lines.

For Exercises 22-27, the figure at the right.
22. Name all segments parallel to AB.
23. Name all planes intersecting plane BCR.

24. Name all segments parallel to TU.

25. Name all segments skew to DE.

26. Name all planes intersecting plane EDS. F

27. Name all segments skew to AP.

Identify the pairs of lines to which each given line
is a transversal.

28. a
s0. c a.and 6,

qand r,
band r

The pillars lorm parallel lines.

'#r*"id**'sdr* 

qi*:r6i:$%

;;j : 6tudy NotobooKi. _ u-ruqf tYa,tvu.
t: .,Harrstudenfs-Have sfudenfs-

:. afd the definnions/examples of
: the ugcabulary lerms fo their

,i , Vocab_ulary guilder wlrKsheels flr
i , Lhqpter v,

dr,

dr,

2e. 6

3L. r aand 6,
qand c,

band c

22-27 . See margin.

PA
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23. ABC, ABO, PQB, CDS, APU, DET

24. BC, EF, Q-B

25. AP, BQ, CR,IU.TIJ,m, BS, ru
;2--\ (

26. ABC, AFU,.BCB, CDS, EFU, PON

27. BC, CD, DE, EF, QB, RS, ST, TU

r p. t2B,

, . incluie dny nthter i;;(tj ilto,t ttqy

find hetpful in mastering the sKitls

in lhis lesson.

I LY
FIND THE ERROR
Ask students to

label the three lines a,
6, and c. Then for each pair

of alternate interior angles,
students can tell which line is the
transversal and whether the two
named angles are on opposite
sides of that transversal.

About tha 6xorcises...
Organization by Objective
o Relationships Between

Lines and Planesz 22-27,
48-52

r Angle Relationshipsz 2847

Odd/Even Assignments
Exercises 22-47 are structured
so that students practice the
same concepts whether they
are assigned odd or even
problems.

Assignmont Guide
Basic: 2347 odd, 49-51, 53-75
Average: 2347 odd, 49-51,
53-75

Advanted: 2248 even, 49-69
(optional: 70-75). The roof and the floor are !arallel planes.

. 0ne ol the wesl pillars and lhe base on the
east side lorm skew lines.

. The top 0f the memorial "cuts" the pillars.

DE, P8, ST
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int eri or, alt ern ate ext q! o r, c orre sp o n ding,
or c o n s e cutia e in t er io rdtgles.
32. L2 and L10
34. L5 and L3
36. L5 and L15

38. L8 and z-3

48. AVIATION Airplanes heading eastbound are assigned an altitude level that is
an odd number of thousands of feet. Airplanes heading westbound are assigned
an altitude level that is an even number of thousands of feet. If one airplane is
flying northwest at 34,000 feet and another airplane is flying east at 25,,000 feet,
describe the type of lines formed by the paths of the airplanes. Explain your
reasoning.

STRUCTURES For Exercises 49-51, refer to the drawing
of the gazebo at the right.
49. Name all labeled segments parallel to BF.

50. Name all labeled segments skew to AC.
51. Are any of the planes on the gazebo parallel to

plane ADE? Explain.

52. COMPUTERS The word parallel when used
with computers describes processes that occur
simultaneously, or devices, such as printers, that
receive more than one bit of data at a time. Find two
other examples for uses of the word parallel in other
subject areas such as history, music, or sports.

cRlTlcAL THINKING suppose there is a line ( and a point P not on the line.
53. In space, how many lines can be drawn through P that do not intersect /?
54. In space, how many lines can be drawn through P that are parallel to {?

Answer the question that was posed at the beginning of
the lesson.

How are parallel lines and planes used in architecture?

Inclu/e the following in your answer:

' a description of where you might expect to find examples of parallel lines and
parallel planes, and

. an example of skew lines and nonparallel planes.
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Identify each pair of angles as alternqte i

33. Ll and 211

35. L6 and L1.4

37. L11. and L13

39. L9 and L4

MdKo d Sretch
Use patty paper or tracing
paper to copy the figure.

Use highlighters or

colored pencils to

identify the lines that

compose each pair of

angles.

Name the transversal that forms each pair of angles.
Then identify the special name for the angle pair.
40. L2 and L9 4'1.. L7 and L75
42. L13 and L17 43. LB and t4
44. LT4andL16 45. L6andLl4
46. L8 and L6 47. L14 and L15

3

10

55.



Feview ss. EEEEE Write a two-column proof. gesson 2-B)

Givent wLABC - wLDFE,mLl - mL4

Prove: mL2: mt3 See p. 1734.

56. L3 and L5 are ? angles. A

@ alternate interior
@ alternate exterior
@ consecutive interior
@ corresponding

57. GRID lN Set M consists of all multiples of 3 between 13 and 31. Set P consists
of all multiples of 4 between 13 and 31. What is one possible number in P but
NoTinM? 16,20,or28

Open-Ended Assessment
Modeling Have students model
two lines and a transversal with
uncooked spaghetti. They can
then indicate pairs of angles such
as alternate interior angles,
alternate exterior angles,
corresponding angles, and
consecutive interior angles using
coulters or pieces of colored
candy.

Getting Feady for
Lesson V-2
Prerequisite Skill Students will
use parallel lines to t'ind
congruent angles in Lesson 3-2.
They will use linear pairs to find
measures of supplementary
angles. Use Exercises 70-75 to
determine your students'
familiarity with linear pairs.

Answers

59. Given: FA=4 eA= XV
Proue: PB = XZ

POR

i--?-z
Prool:
SinceFD: ZYand QR= XY,
PQ : ZY and 0B : XY\V lhe
definition ol congruent segmenls.
By the Addition Property,
PQ + 0R : ZY + Xl/ Using the
Segment Addition Postulate,
PR= PQ + Ofrand XZ: XY*
IZ. By substitulion, PR: XZ.
Because the measures are equal,
fn = nAy the definition ol
G0ngfuent segments.

59. EEEEE Write a paragraph proof. {Lesson 2-4

Given: PQ =m,qB:YY
Prove: PR = XZ See margin. xrz

Determine whether a valid conclusion can be reached from the two true
statements using the Law of Detachment or the Law of syllogism. If a valid
conclusion is possible, state it and the law that is used. Ii a vina conclusion
does not follow, write no conclusion. {Lesson 2-4)

60. (1) If two angles are vertical, then they do not form a linear pair.
(2) rI two angles form a linear pai4 then they are not congruent. no conclusion

61. (1) If an angle is acute, then its measure is less than 90.

(2) LEFG is acute. nLEFG is less than g0; Detachment.

i25
J 7.89

Find the distance between each pair of points. &esson t-31

62. A(-7, -8), B(3,4) 63. C(0,1), D(-2, e) 64.

6s. G(4, -r0), H(s, _2s) 
@O il,u(_t, -i) 67.

f5o:15.81 - lzo_4.47
Draw and label a figure for each relationship. Itesson l-ll
68. 7F perpendicular to IN at point p

69. line { contains R and S but not 7

E( 3, -12), F(5,4)

.(-r f) ,F,-?)
ffi*fi.20
68-69. See margin.

fo,
Lesson

PRERrQUlSlrE SKILL state the measures of linear pairs of angles in each figure.
lTo review finear pairs, see l,essrn Z-E t
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This CD-ROM is a customizable Microsoft@ powerpoint@
presentation that includes:
. Step-by-step, dynamic solutions of each ln-Class Example

from the Teacher Wraparound Edition
. Additional, Try These exercises for each example
. The 5-Minute Check Transparencies
. Hot links to Clencoe Online Study Tools

'o't.o'tto ' 
,^'n:'no L ,". Nl,.l"

geo metryo n I ine.com/self_check_q u izlf cat

75.74-73.
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